2020 ANNUAL INSPECTION MAP
DISTRICT: Center/Grand Chute West

Notes:
Culverts plugged and washed out
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2020 ANNUAL INSPECTION MAP
DISTRICT: Center/Grand Chute Central

Notes:
RemoveTree
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2020 ANNUAL INSPECTION MAP
DISTRICT: Center/Grand Chute Central

Notes:
RemoveTree
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Source: Esri, Maxar, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
2020 ANNUAL INSPECTION MAP
DISTRICT: Center/Grand Chute Central

Notes:
Protect bank
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2020 ANNUAL INSPECTION MAP
DISTRICT: Center/Grand Chute Central

Notes:
Replace crossing.
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2020 ANNUAL INSPECTION MAP
DISTRICT: Center/Grand Chute East
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Notes: RemoveTree

Source: Esri, Maxar, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
2020 ANNUAL INSPECTION MAP
DISTRICT: Center/Grand Chute East

Notes:
RemoveTree
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